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Expectations continue to Expand.

Today, the justice community is being asked to do more than
ever. Timelines are shorter. Budgets are tighter. Personnel are
stretched thin.
In these times, one proven way to increase workflow and improve
outcomes is through a smart, seamless system for accessing,
sharing and managing information.

It's time to put Talon Data Exchange to work for you.
Welcome to the age of TDEx.
Talon Data Exchange — TDEx for short — is an easy-to-use
platform for simple, secure data exchange, whether it’s across
departments or across the country.
With TDEx, information is delivered directly when and where you
need it. And it’s delivered in precisely the way you need it, with
individual modules tailored
Easy accessibility to a depth of critical data creates
an invaluable snapshot of how municipalities are
policing, prosecuting, managing jail populations,
handling emergencies, and protecting the public
at large.

to meet the needs of all
criminal justice partners.
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Real-time data, delivered right away.
Existing manual processes for exchanging data within and between departments wastes time and
resources. Instead of writing, typing, printing, logging and delivering information by hand, TDEx does it
all with the push of a button. Electronic data is instantly catalogued, time-stamped, and automatically
updated. So you always know what information is being shared, who has it, and where it lives.

No more silos of information. Better, agency-wide communication.
Cleaning up paperwork hassles to create more accurate, standardized information exchange is only the
beginning. Because the value of TDEx lies not only in what you save — but what you gain. Our solution
improves your ability to do your job better because it increases your ability to send, share, organize, and
analyze critical information. Knowledge is power. TDEx helps you harness more of it.

An open platform that’s accessible for anyone.
TDEx runs on an established, open platform accessible to the entire justice community. That means you
can run searches in your own system and connect with any department, using any data management
tool, whether it’s yours, ours, or one from another third-party resource.
No matter where you are, and regardless of the size of your municipality, TDEx gives you the greatest
possible access to national, state and local data — a true force multiplier for any agency.

A new dimension in data security.
When you think of data security, you think of protecting the integrity of the information you rely on. And,
no one does that better than Core with TDEx. But the other way TDEx works for you is in how data
exchange improves the security of public servants and people everywhere.
Instant access to complete, up-to-the-moment information means that police officers and jail staff are
made safer by providing complete backgrounds, including priors and associates. Courtrooms are made
safer by knowing about
defendants and their histories
well before they appear. And
communities are made safer

Improving how data is exchanged leads to better
criminal justice work, and can make a meaningful
difference for all the citizens you serve.

because in-depth data can help
spot trends, avert or reduce
crime, and lessen the risk of
negative or even violent
outcomes with criminals.
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redefines what data can do.

Data exchange that works for you, and learns from you.
In municipalities nationwide, TDEx is helping agencies make the most of modern data exchange
technology. Importantly, every one of our customers is also an ongoing contributor in helping us
evolve and strengthen our platform so that it works smarter for you.

“I absolutely recommend Core. Core has
saved us a lot of money and allowed us to be
in compliance more than what we were with
what we had [before]."
Charles Lackey, Wayne County, Michigan

Trusted access from mobile and desktop applications.
From smart phones to tablets to laptops and more, TDEx is totally interoperable. Built upon trusted
Core/Talon technology, our data exchange is fail-safe, quick to learn and easy to customize.

Works across agencies. With unique modules for each.
While the need to efficiently share data is universal, we understand that individual agencies have
unique needs. Which is why TDEx provides specialized solutions for dispatchers, law enforcement,
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prosecutors, courts and jails. Each agency-specific TDEx product can work on its own — and
coordinate seamlessly with other agency versions, as well.

Law Enforcement

With the needs of law enforcement in mind, this solution provides a way for personnel to search
other databases, all from within your own Records Management System so there is no need to log
into a separate application, make phone calls, or send emails in order to share information.

TDEx Prosecutor

A complete set of tools for the prosecutor’s office, our solution offers easy access to, and
reporting of, all information exchanged that’s shared with others. This information can automatically
populate Case Management Systems and Document Management systems to save time and increase

TDEx Jail

accuracy.

Jails benefit from information about who is coming into your system. Information from law enforcement
can automatically populate Jail Management Systems allowing you to swiftly move people — including
a “Now Arriving “ view which help prepare for the influx of inmates.

TDEx Justice

Our justice solution provides an exchange of data between law enforcement and the prosecutor and/
or court to save time, eliminate duplicate data entry and reduce face-to-face interaction.

Ready to take the next step?
For one agency or many, TDEx is the right answer for right now.

Call 517.627.1521 or email us at
info@coretechcorp.com to schedule a demo with one of our
product specialists today.
Or visit coretechcorp.com for more information.
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